city-state

civilization

Confucianism

cultural diffusion

Monsoons

Theocracy

Buddhism

Caste System

Hinduism

Democracy

Roman Empire

Secularism

Siddhartha
Gautama

Abraham

Animism

Torah

Judaism

Monotheism

Nirvana

Karma

Polytheism

Kaaba Stone

Jihad

Hadith

Hajj

Caliph

Minaret

Mosque

Muhammad

Qur'an

Shari'a

Shi'ites

Sunnis

Trading a cow for
3 chickens

The Crusades

Ghettos

Parliament

Slash and Burn
Agriculture

The Black Death

Shintoism

Stateless Nation

Cash Crops

Columbian
Exchange

Creole Language

Mercantilism

Human Sacrifice

Mulattos

Protestants

Sikhism

Slavery

Nationalism

Enclosure
Movement

Industrial
Revolution

Socialism

Mass Production

Imperialism

Scramble for
Africa

Panama Canal

Suez Canal

Genocide

Adolf Hitler

Holocaust

Nazi Party

Joseph Stalin

United Nations

NATO

Al-Qaeda

9/11

European Union

Green Revolution

NAFTA

Pollution

The looming
dread, stress, and
night terrors
created by the AP
Exam

Merchants

James Bond

John Cena

Ultra Violent
Video Games

CBR – crude birth
rate

CDR – crude
death rate

DTM –
demographic
transition model

EEZ -Exclusive
Economic Zone

EPZ – export
processing zone

GDP – Gross
Domestic Product

GMO – genetically
modified
organisms

GPS – Global
Positioning
System

HuG – Human
Geography

Huggers – those
that take HuG

IRA – Irish
Republican Army

LDC – less
developed
countries

MDC – more
developed
countries

NIMBY – “not in
my back yard”
principle

OPEC –
Organization of
Petroleum
Exporting
Countries

PPP- Purchasing
Power Parity

SEZ - Special
Economic Zones
(China)

TFR – Total
Fertility Rate

UNCLOS (Law of
the Sea)

USSR – Soviet
Union

WHO - World
Health
ORganization

WTO – World
Trade
Organization

ZPG - Zero
population growth

Being terrified of
the Amish Mafia

A puppy that’s
only cute because
it belongs to you

A kitten that
makes you cry
every time you
see it because it is
so cute!

Ragonk

It’s too ‘spensive
man

Broccoli covered
in a Wendy’s
frosty

Sweet Potato with
a tablespoon of
butter and
marshmallow
cream

Non-GMO
Soybeans grown
in America

Eating Quinoa
because it’s cool
now

The air horn in rap
songs

A flag

The gum on the
bottom of your
desk

Rainbow colored
rope

A glass with dried
up milk in the
bottom

A moment of
silence

Object
permanence

A disappointing
birthday party

An honest cop
with nothing left
to lose

Putting the Fam in
Famine

Flesh-eating
bacteria

Chainsaws for
hands

A tiny horse

Nicolas Cage

William Shatner

Riding off into the
sunset

EBOLAAAAA!!!!!

Sniffing glue

Shapeshifters

Mutually-assured
destruction

Yeast

Grave robbing

Authentic Mexican
cuisine

Eating the last
known bison

Catapults that
fling spoiled fruit

Bling

Giving 110
percent

Poor people

Forgetting the
Alamo

Crippling debt

The Hustle

The Force

Goblins

Dropping a
chandelier on
your enemies and
riding the rope up

Intelligent design

Former President
George W. Bush

The Rev. Dr.
Martin Luther
King, Jr.

AIDS

My soul

Laying an egg

Pretending to care

Hot people

American
Gladiators

Public ridicule

Boogers

Geese that only
eat kosher bread

The miracle of
childbirth

Frolicking in
church during a
sermon

Hot Pockets

Making a pouty
face

Women's suffrage

The Hamburglar

AXE Body Spray

Judge Judy

Stranger danger

The Blood of
Christ

African children

Horrifying laser
hair removal
accidents

Prancing

Elderly Japanese
men

Natural selection

Volunteering as
tribute

A lifetime of
sadness

Arnold
Schwarzenegger

Sunshine and
rainbows

Finding a piece of
weave on the floor

Spectacular abs

A monkey
smoking a cigar

Obesity

A bag of magic
beans

Flash flooding

The Little Engine
That Could

Being on fire

Children on
leashes

Me time

The Care Bear
Stare

A middle-aged
man on roller
skates

Free samples

Doing the right
thing

Dorito breath

Soup that is too
hot

Tweeting

Leveling up

Claiming you’re
from “the streets”
when you’re really
from the suburbs

Farming to
survive
(subsistence
agriculture)

Breaking an
alliance after
getting what you
want

Still being sad
about Zayn
leaving One
Direction

Boundary

Burgessconcentric zone
model

Nonviolently
resisting the
Census

Christaller's
Central Place
Theory

Colonialism

Commercial
agriculture

Realizing there’s a
huge commodity
chain that went
into making your
iPhone

Learning that
you’re in the Core
and caring about
the Periphery for 5
minutes

Cultural
landscape

Understanding
that
Deindustrializatio
n is why many of
our things aren’t
made in America

Being able to vote
in a democratic
election

Living to 100 in a
Stage 2 country of
the Demographic
transition model

Being the person
who voted to stay
part of the UK
surrounded by
100 nationalistic
Scots

Trying to fake a
British dialect to
impress the
opposite sex

Being excited
about the
diffusion of a
YouTube video
until your
grandma quotes it

Awkward
Distribution of
suburban houses

Economic
inequity

Working in an
Edge city and not
being able to
afford to live in it

Dying from
measles in a
country that is in
Stage 4 of the
Epidemiological
transition

Following an
Ethnic religion

Trying to drive a
gigantic four
wheel drive truck
through European
cities

European Union

Extensive
agriculture

Factory farm food

Fertility

First agricultural
revolution
(Neolithic
Revolution)

Fishing

Violently resisting
Folk culture

Forestry

Genetically
modified
organisms
(GMOs)

Gentrification

Geographic
information
systems (GIS)

Being cool with
Gerrymandering
when your party is
in power

Global positioning
system (GPS)

Globalization

Thinking the
Green Revolution
is about recycling

Living in squatter
settlements in the
Griffin-Ford Latin
American city
model

Harris-Ullman
Multiple Nuclei
Model

Horticulture

New international
division of labor

Newly
industrialized
countries (NIC)

Trying to practice
Nomadic herding
with cats

North American
Free Trade
Agreement

North Atlantic
Treaty
Organization

Organic
agriculture

Plantations

Pop culture

Racial
segregation

Ranching

Rank-size rule

Refugee

Rostow's Stages
of Economic
Growth

Second
agricultural
revolution

Claiming
Sovereignty over
your desk at
school

Spatial diffusion

Spatial interaction

Living it up in
Sub-Saharan
African cities

Suburbanization

Supranationalism

Terrorism

Unitary system

Universalizing
religion

Voluntary
migration

Von Thunen
model

Wallerstein's
World Systems
Theory

Weber's Least
Cost Theory

A really deep
Southern Accent

Activity space

Age-dependency
ratio (dependency
ratio)

Agglomeration

Agribusiness

Agricultural
density

Americanization

Animal
domestication

Animate power

Animistic
religions

Apartheid

Arable land

Arithmetic density

Asylum

Atheism

An “Authentic”
Coach Purse
purchased on the
street corner

Autonomous
religion

Backward
reconstruction

Balkanization

Barrioization

Bipolar world

Blockbusting

Brain drain

Break-of-bulk
point

Buddhism

Bulk-gaining
industry

Bulk-reducing
industry

Capitalism

Carrying capacity

Cash crops

Caste system

Central business
district

Central place

Centralization

Centrifugal force

Centripetal force

AFGHANISTAN

ALGERIA

ARGENTINA

AUSTRALIA

AZERBAIJAN

BANGLADESH

BELGIUM

BOLIVIA

BOSNIA

BOTSWANA

BRAZIL

CANADA

CHILE

CHINA (PRC)

COLOMBIA

COSTA RICA

COTE D’ IVOIRE

CUBA

Democratic
Republic of
Congo

DENMARK

EAST TIMOR

EGYPT

ETHIOPIA

FRANCE

GEORGIA

GERMANY

GHANA

GREECE

GUATEMALA

HAITI

ICELAND

INDIA

INDONESIA

IRAN

IRAQ

ISRAEL

ITALY

JAPAN

KAZAKHSTAN

KENYA

KUWAIT

LIBERIA

LIBYA

MALAYSIA

MEXICO

MONGOLIA

MOROCCO

MYANMAR
(Burma)

NEPAL

NETHERLANDS

NEW ZEALAND

NICARAGUA

NIGER

NIGERIA

NORTH KOREA
(BEST KOREA?)

NORWAY

PAKISTAN

PANAMA

PERU

PHILIPPINES

POLAND

PORTUGAL

REPUBLIC OF
IRELAND

RUSSIAN
FEDERATION

RWANDA

SAUDI ARABIA

SERBIA

SIERRA LEONE

SINGAPORE

SOMALIA

SOUTH AFRICA

SOUTH KOREA

SOUTH SUDAN

SPAIN

SRI LANKA

SUDAN

SWEDEN

SWITZERLAND

TAIWAN (ROC)

THAILAND

TUNISIA

TURKEY

UKRAINE

UNITED KINGDOM

UNITED STATES

URUGUAY

UZBEKISTAN

VENEZUELA

VIETNAM

David Hasselhoff

Defying the laws
of physics

Detroit

Discovering
you're the main
dish at a cannibal
gathering

Forgetting to
harvest your
wheat

Disney-themed
weddings

East Indians

Editing Wikipedia
to win an
argument

Ellen DeGeneres

Encouraging
children to eat
lead paint chips

Thinking
Euthanasia means
Youth in Asia

Extremely tight
pants

Faith healing

Fat American
children

Finishing off a pint
of Ben & Jerry's
and knowing you'd
have kept eating
more if it had been
a gallon

First world
problems

Frantically
clicking pictures
of cats on the
internet

Free candy from
strangers

Getting
unfriended by
your mom on
Facebook

Giant squid

Going to Black
Friday sales at
4am

Hair in the shower
drain

Hello Kitty

Hello!

Hoarders

Hunting accidents

I love you

Improvised
explosive devices

Being told Santa
isn’t real in
Kindergarten

Infuriating
Incompetence

A Bag of Milky
Ways

A bar-mitzvah

A black hole

A box full of
terrible foreign
candy

A bucket of angry
tiger cubs

A bushy mustache

A cheap motel

A day care Fight
Club

A husband

A man-sized
hamster wheel

A Maury Povich
paternity test

A millionaire with
a heart of gold

Kim Jong-Un
riding a flying
centaur

A pinata full of
scorpions

A rubber snake

A wet willy

A wheelchair
death race

A wife

Attending church

Baby pigs wearing
people clothes

Back hair

Bears

Becoming what
you hate

Beef

Belly Button Lint

Biggest Losers

Osama Bin Laden

Blood diamonds

Kanye West

Breaking into a
zoo to steal a
monkey

Bunnies

Butter

Canned tuna with
extra dolphin

Childrens'
crutches

Chuck Norris

Cookies and
kittens

Cracking your
knuckles

One trillion dollars

People who smell
their own socks

Pirate customer
service
representatives

Popeye's Chicken

Public restrooms

Puns that aren't
funny

Putting the "fun"
in
"fundamentalism"

Reality television

Realizing too late
that there's no
toilet paper left

Saying "I
disapprove of what
you say, but I will
defend your right
to say it" when you
know you wouldn't

Sheep

Sipping artificial
popcorn butter

Snitching

Speaking English
instead of
American

Stealing Babies

Stealing
Wheelchairs

Stepping in gum

Stepping on a
hairball with a
bare foot

Stormtroopers

Suburban chain
restaurants

Synchronized
Sneezing

That stuff between
your toes

The drama club

The dreams of a
child

The harsh day of
light

The Holy Grail

The loneliest
Brony

The Maury Show

The orchestra that
played as the
Titanic went down

The Ron Popeil
Pocket Fisherman

The three wise
men

This is a test

This is what I'm
saying!

Tickle Me Elmo

Time travel

Toast with the
burned image of
Our Lord and
Savior, Jesus
Christ

Toenail fungus

Traveling back in
time to become
your own
grandparent

Trying to be nice
while describing a
friend's ugly baby

Unconditional
love

War crimes

Watching a
Twilight movie on
purpose

White Trash

Women

Your face

Zombie
consultants

This is gonna
make me so rich!

#___________

What a great
idea... said no one

_______________
_... What a great
success!

The oldest thing
here

What's that scary
noise?

_____________ it
is a way of life…

Yeah that’s gonna
make a mess

So fancy

Maybe we should
have thought this
through

That’s never
gonna wash out

‘MURICA!

______________
The Movie

There can be no
doubt that
____________
controls
everything

Responsible for
mass migration

I don’t get it. Is
that even a word?

I scream, you
scream, we all
scream for
____________.

If you can’t afford
a trip to Paris, why
not go to
___________?

_______:
Changing hearts
and minds.

Nothing’s quite as
hard as
__________.

Oh no!

Everything is
going our way…
oh, uh…
nevermind

No one
expects_________
__

Welp that ruined
everything.

Great at parties,
not so much to
take home to the
family.

No, really it’s
gonna work I
promise

How to kill a
conversation.

The most
important thing
ever

The power of love
is useless against
_____________.

Interactions
between humans
and the
environment

Something
Political you can
talk about that will
irritate your
friends

Agricultural fail!

_____________ Awesome in
theory, kind of a
mess in reality.

And what did you
bring for show
and tell?

There is a time for
peace, a time for
war, and a time for
___________.

There’s no crying
in __________.

____________
FTW!

There’s no such
thing as
___________.

In Sony’s new
game you get to
be ____________.

Instead of Robin,
Batman should
have
_____________ as
his sidekick.

Somewhere under
the pile of clothes
in my room is
_______________.

Kitten thinks of
nothing but
__________ all day.
Needless to say,
kitten is having a
hard time.

In the new 10th
circle of hell
sinners will be
condemned to an
eternity of
____________.

____________ I
choo choo choose
you…

____________ the
best to have when
the Zombies
arrive.

_____________ Can’t live with em.

If I want to know
the past I’ll read
my book, if I want
to know the future
I’ll ask
____________.

Help I’m stuck in
____________ and
I can’t get out.

Nothing says I
love you like
____________.

It went from
worse... to worser.

__________
spread like
wildfire!

__________ never
really changed.

__________
changed so much
it doesn’t even
look the same
anymore.

So valuable much
love

This took a long
periolodically time
to create

This is believed
by the most
people.

If only more
people would
_____________

The best Chinese
export

_______________
is the most
confusing thing
ever.

If I could change
one thing, there
would be no
____________.

A cultural hearth

A political
organization

A source of
religious conflict

An agricultural
innovation that
changed the world

Closest to the
Middle East

_____________
would be a great
addition to a call
center.

We know next to
nothing about
_____________.

We should always
include
__________ while
writing a FRQ.

This will surely
get me the right
answer on
multiple choice!

The worst thing
pop culture ever
produced

This one thing
could change the
Amish forever!

____________
should totally be
next to Jack in the
Box

______________
flew around my
room

We’re going on a
trip in our favorite
__________

__________ could
lower infant
mortality
dramatically

_______________
should totally
make our clothes.

The most stupid
model ever

A vernacular
region

If you have no
idea how to
answer a MCQ,
use this.

________ is what
people care about

____________ is
why the terrorists
are winning

GET THAT AWAY
FROM ME

This all looks the
same

____________ is
how your country
moves from Stage
2 to Stage 4 of the
DTM overnight!

__________
makes young
people want to
migrate.

___________
attracts soooo
many guest
workers!

If LDCs just had
___________ all
their problems
would be solved.

The internet
spread
___________
faster than
anything we’ve
ever seen.

Totally taboo and
gross.

I can’t seem to
spell this right,
like ever.

WHY DID WE
HAVE TO LEARN
ABOUT _________
IN APHG?

___________ is
the new language
now.

This religion
makes believers
wear ________ on
their head to show
their faith.

______________
totally caused a
language conflict.

_____________ is
da real MVP.

Oh Lord Jesus it’s
a ____________!

______________
adopted Buddha
as a god.

Led to the
diffusion of
Christianity.

The holiest place
in Islam.

__________ led to
the formation of
city-states.

__________
caused empires to
collapse
overnight.

Single handedly
broke up
Yugoslavia.

____________ is
worse than Hitler.

If it weren’t for
European
colonialism, the
world would have
more
___________.

Countries shaped
like
_____________.

MDCs be like
___________.

If your HDI is .40,
you probably have
lots of _________.

If your HDI is .90,
you probably have
lots of _________.

Improves factory
conditions for
workers

You’d feel really
guilty about
_________ if you
know where it
came from.

Yeah this is totally
better than
hunting and
gathering

This could totally
work on
Antarctica

__________ on
fleek

Bacon flavored
___________

Could probably be
used as a drug,
but probably
shouldn't. Ever.
Because drugs
are bad.

Like my father
before me, a big
part of my life
involves
___________.

Who needs
Google Maps
when we have
this?

“I’ve been taking
these new
Czechoslovakian
organ-slimming pills.
They contain
__________ which is
something my body
totally needs!”

“Would the owner
of _______ please
come to the front
desk?”

If you brought this
to school you
might get an
office referral. Or
a high five.

_________ holdin’
it down.

In the Democratic
People’s Republic
of North Korea,
________ is now
punishable by
death.

__________?
That’s a thing?

___________
caused a bulge on
the right side of
the population
pyramid.

The evil
corporations don’t
want you to know
this is in your
food!

This is the most
important thing
business owners
take into account
when selecting a
location.

This could help
end the One-Child
Policy.

________ helping lazy AP
kids cheat since
about a week ago.

__________ got
me salty today.

___________ and
___________. Still
a better love story
than Twilight.

_________ dot
tumblr dot com

Follow me on IG
at _____________

PICK

2

Feed a starving
world with
_____________

This is better than
Quinoa

___________ is
bad and you
should feel bad!

You cannot grasp
the true form of
____.

________ did
_________ before
it was cool.

______? Thanks
Obama!

Cloudy with a 90%
chance of
__________.

Don’t forget to
write down my
new email
address:
_________ @
__________.com

PICK

2

PICK

2

What was the last
thing I Googled?

Oh no! _______!
My only
weakness!

I hit rock bottom
when I started
digging through
dumpsters for
__________.

It is really great as
a pizza topping.

Four out of five
dentists
recommend
_______. The fifth
dentist
recommends
_______.
PICK 2

And you will know
my name is
________ when I
lay my vengeance
upon thee.

Move over, Kale.
The next big
superfood is
________.

What is the
biggest threat to
our nation’s
youth?

The Japanese
government has
spent billions of
yen researching
_______.

Your instinct may
be to avoid
______. Your
instinct is wrong.

Hello, my name is
________ and I’d
like to sell
________ to your
country.

“What? We have
10,000 more cars
on the road than
last month? Well
let’s build more
_______!”

PICK

2

Every city needs
this in the center.

In Communist
Russia, everyone
gets 10 of these
per year.

__________ are
made for $3.50
and sold for
$149.99.

WHOOOOOOA
YOU COWS
BETTER GIT
BACK IN YER PEN
BEFORE I GET
THE _________!

“I want to wear
this on my head in
my driver’s
license picture
and you can’t stop
me!”

BREAKING
NEWS:
___________ has
invaded.

Finally they
realized
__________
created the
universe.

No reward is
worth _______!

Houston, we have
a _______.

Why am I broke?

_________: just
another why God
shows he loves
us.

I pledge
allegiance to the
__________.

Ummm I refuse to
recognize ______
as a country!

Martin Luther was
super mad at the
Catholic church
for ___________.

This led to the
creation of the
Taliban.

“I can neither
confirm nor deny
_______.”

Let me tell you
about __________.

People need to
quit subtweeting
about ________.

Most of this junk
is made of
________ not
_______.

Let’s invade
_______ next.

PICK

God, Gold, and
________.

The empire upon
which the ______
never set.

The Belgians
proposed the idea
of the _________
as the workforce
and the ________
as the elites.
PICK

Introducing the
i_________, a
great new device.

_________ Time
Low

2

2

___________’s
album was worse
than _________.

PICK

I blame _________
for Zayn leaving
One Direction.

2

His eyebrows look
like _________.

